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Efficient real-space approach to time-dependent density functional theory
for the dielectric response of nonmetallic crystals

F. Kootstra, P. L. de Boeij, and J. G. Snijders
Theoretical Chemistry, Materials Science Centre, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Nijenborgh 4,
9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands

~Received 3 November 1999; accepted 28 January 2000!

Time-dependent density functional theory has been used to calculate the static and
frequency-dependent dielectric functione(v) of nonmetallic crystals. We show that a real-space
description becomes feasible for crystals by using a combination of a lattice-periodic~microscopic!
scalar potential with a uniform~macroscopic! electric field as perturbation in a periodic structure
calculation. The induced density and microscopic potential can be obtained self-consistently for
fixed macroscopic field by using linear response theory in which Coulomb interactions and
exchange-correlation effects are included. We use an iterative scheme, in which density and
potential are updated in every cycle. The explicit evaluation of Kohn–Sham response kernels is
avoided and their singular behavior as function of the frequency is treated analytically. Coulomb
integrals are evaluated efficiently using auxiliary fitfunctions and we apply a screening technique for
the lattice sums. The dielectric function can then be obtained from the induced current. We obtained
e(v) for C, Si, and GaAs within the adiabatic local density approximation in good agreement with
experiment. In particular in the low-frequency range no adjustment of the local density
approximation~LDA ! band gap seems to be necessary. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~00!31215-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1960s Hohenberg and Kohn1 formulated the
fundamental theorems of density functional theory~DFT! for
the description of the ground state of an interacting-elect
system in an external potential. This theory proved to be v
practical after Kohn and Sham2 incorporated it in a one-
electron self-consistent field calculation scheme~SCF!. This
method has nowadays become one of the standard tool
the first-principle calculation of the properties of solids,3 and
also for atoms and molecules.4–6 The accuracy of the result
obtained with these methods is very good for a wide vari
of ground state properties of solids, atoms, and molecu
Amongst the exceptions the most prominent is the large
viation for the energy gap and the dielectric constant in se
conductors and insulators. The value for the dielectric c
stant obtained within the local density approximation~LDA !
is usually much larger~more than 10%!7,8 than the experi-
mental data. A similar overestimation has been found for
static polarizabilities of atoms.9 However, inclusion of the
correct asymptotic behavior of the exchange-correlat
potential10 greatly improves the results for the atom
polarizabilities.11 This correction, which is due to the contr
bution of the outer region, seems to be less important
molecules,11 so we should not expect large deviations for t
LDA results in solids either.

In solids the discrepancy for the dielectric constant
often attributed to the mismatch between the Kohn–Sh
energy gap and the gap as observed in optical spectra. L
typically underestimates the gap by 30%–50%. Attempts
improve these results by improving the quality of the vario
approximations for the exchange-correlation functional h
6510021-9606/2000/112(15)/6517/15/$17.00
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had limited success. The inclusion of gradient corrections
the LDA reduces the error only slightly.12,13 The error in the
Kohn–Sham energy gap can be attributed to a discontin
in the DFT exchange-correlation potential14,15 and it is com-
monly believed that the gap has to be corrected by a r
shift of the virtual states in order to get good results for t
quasiparticle energies and dielectric constant.8,16–18There is
however no formal justification within DFT for this so-calle
scissors operator.13 In some materials, one has to use a d
ferent shift in order to match the excitation spectrum than
get a correct dielectric constant.18 Gonze, Ghosez, and
Godby19 have indicated that this scissors-operator is an
proximate way to deal with the special role of macrosco
polarization in these infinite systems. They made the rem
that the original assumptions of Hohenberg and Kohn are
longer valid in these systems, and that in principle the d
sity must be supplemented with the macroscopic polariza
in order to describe these systems completely.

The time-dependent extension of DFT,~TDDFT! rigor-
ously proven in the 1980s by Runge and Gross,20 gave some
new impetus to this field of research. Whereas ordinary D
was formulated originally only for the nondegenerate grou
state, Runge and Gross showed that the validity of the th
rems could be extended to cover systems in time-depen
scalar potentials as well. The application of this theory
atoms and molecules proved to be very successful, e.g.
calculated response properties and excitation energies
greatly improved.11,21–23Ghosh and Dhara24,25 showed that
TDDFT also applies to systems which are being subjecte
general time-dependent electromagnetic fields, in which c
both the density and the current density are needed to f
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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6518 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 Kootstra, de Boeij, and Snijders
describe the system. We will follow their description a
derive an expression for the macroscopic polarization fr
the current density.

Most implementations of TDDFT for solids use pseud
potentials in combination with a plane-wave basis.7,8,16 This
combination facilitates the description for the induced pro
erties, like density and induced fields in Fourier space.26,27

Self-consistency is achieved in a method which needs
construction of various response kernels as large matrix
resentations on this plane-wave basis, and for which one
ally has to invert these matrices.7,28 High accuracy can only
be achieved at the expense of huge computation costs.
will show that a real-space description is possible, and
present a self-consistent field method, which is compara
in efficiency to ordinary ground-state calculations. This co
putational scheme is similar to the density-functional pert
bation scheme of Baroniet al.29 We extended the full-
potential linear combination of atomic orbitals~LCAO!
implementation~ADF-BAND!30,31 for our response calcula
tions, in which we achieve the same spatial resolution for
induced density as for the ground-state density. Coulo
interaction~local-field effects! and exchange-correlation e
fects have been fully included in this calculation scheme

The outline of this article is as follows. First we give th
derivation of the real-space description for crystalline s
tems. We make use of a separation into microscopic
macroscopic components for the potentials and fields,
we describe how they can be used in the time-depen
Kohn–Sham scheme. Then the main aspects of the im
mentation are given. We show how symmetry can be use
reduce the computational effort, and we explain the s
consistency procedure. Finally we demonstrate the met
for the crystals of C, Si, and GaAs, and discuss the resu

II. THEORY

The theory of the dielectric properties of solids describ
the linear response of crystals to externally applied elec
fields. One of the central problems in this theory is how
model real systems that are large but nevertheless finite u
idealized periodic crystals of infinite extent. One can on
make this connection by considering the proper asympt
limit of finite systems to infinite size. In this section we sho
that it is important to identify macroscopic and microscop
contributions to the electric field and polarization. For t
finite system we have to do this in such a way that surf
and sample-shape dependent contributions can be sepa
from the bulk-intrinsic parts.

Before we formulate our microscopic treatment, let
recall the definitions for the macroscopic electric fie
Emac(r ,t) and the macroscopic polarizationPmac(r ,t). With-
out losing generality we can consider the time-dependenc
be harmonic with frequencyv. One commonly defines th
macroscopic field at a pointr inside the bulk as the averag
field that a test charge would experience in a regionV r sur-
rounding the pointr . This region must have a sized that is
small compared to the wavelengthl52pc/v, but it never-
theless has to contain a large number of bulk unit cells;
for l@d@a, wherea is the lattice parameter, we can defin
Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Emac~r ,t !5
1

uV ru
E

Vr

~Eext~r 8,t !1Eind~r 8,t !! dr 8. ~1!

This macroscopic field contains the externally applied el
tric field plus the macroscopic part of the induced field. Th
induced field is the result of the reaction of the system to
external field.

Similarly the induced macroscopic polarization can
defined as the time-integral of the average induced cur
flowing in this regionV r ,

Pmac~r ,t !52
1

uV ru
E tE

Vr

d j ~r 8,t8! dr 8 dt8, ~2!

whered j (r ,t) is the induced current density. Note that th
definition for the macroscopic polarization of Eq.~2! is valid
in all systems. It only becomes equivalent to the more co
mon notion of ‘‘an induced average dipole moment per u
volume,’’ i.e., to 2*Vr

r 8dr(r 8,t) dr 8/uV ru when this prop-
erty is properly defined. This is only the case in syste
where we can define the volumeV r such that no currents
flow across its boundary.

Inside the bulk the macroscopic polarization is related
the macroscopic electric field rather than to the externa
applied field, via what is called the constitutive equation

Pmac~r ,t !5E t

xe~ t2t8!•Emac~r ,t8! dt8. ~3!

This equation defines the material propertyxe(t) called the
electric susceptibility, from which the macroscopic dielect
function e(t) is derived,

e~t!5114pxe~t!. ~4!

In generalxe(t) ande(t) are tensors, which, however, sim
plify to scalars in isotropic systems.

In order to be able to derive these material properties,
have to give a microscopic account of the macroscopic c
tributions to the electric field and polarization for an arbitra
but fixed regionBr inside the bulk. We therefore identify in
the interior of the sample a large number of identical b
otherwise arbitrary bulk unit cells, each having the same v
ume uVu. The cells which comprise the regionBr will be
enumerated using the indicesi and are denoted byVi .

Within the long-wavelength limit we can assume that
these cells both the induced charge and current distribu
become lattice periodic. Hence the macroscopic field com
nent becomes uniform throughoutBr . Under these condi-
tions all relevant properties become lattice periodic and
can model the response of the regionBr by using a model
system with periodic boundary conditions.

However, we cannot obtain the electric field by simp
evaluating the contributions of the lattice-periodic sourc
Only the microscopic part can be obtained using the perio
lattice, since the macroscopic component depends also o
external field and the sample shape, which are no lon
properly defined in the periodic—hence infinite—model sy
tem. Instead we can consider the uniform macroscopic fi
for the periodic model system to be fixed. We will now co
struct the microscopic and macroscopic~scalar and vector!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6519J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 DFT for dielectric response
potentials which are due to the induced sources, and we
show that they lead to microscopic and macroscopic fie
respectively.

For any finite regionV we can define the scalar potenti
dv(r ,t) of the induced densitydr(r ,t)5r(r ,t)2r0(r ). The
action is instantaneous within the Coulomb gauge, so
potential follows from@we will use atomic units (e5\5m
51) throughout this article#

dv~r ,t !5E
V

dr~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 8. ~5!

It is well-established that this potential is not properly d
fined in the limit ofuVu to infinite size. In the periodic mode
system this ambiguity arises due to the divergent and co
tionally convergent lattice sum contributions of the mon
pole, dipole, and quadrupole moments of the density in
cells Vi .

We can, however, define the microscopic componen
this Coulomb potential by removing these conditionally co
vergent contributions. Therefore we construct for each u
cell Vi a uniform monopole, dipole, and quadrupole dens
and we subtract their contributionsdv i(r ,t) from the bare
Coulomb potential of Eq.~5! according to

dvmic~r ,t !5(
i

S E
Vi

dr~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 82dv i~r ,t !D . ~6!

The summation is over all cellsVi in the regionBr . The
potentialdv i(r ,t) is defined as

dv i~r ,t !5E
Vi

(
n50

2
1

n!
dm i , j 1••• j n

(n) ~ t !•
]

]r j 1
8
•••

]

]r j n
8

3
1

ur2r 8u
dr 8. ~7!

In this expression we have implied a summation over
Cartesian componentsj 1 throughj n of the uniform multipole
density of rankn, which are denoted bydm i

(n)(t). These
uniform densities have to be constructed carefully in orde
ensure that the conditionally convergent terms of Eq.~5! are
exactly canceled in Eq.~6!. Their value can be obtained fo
each cellVi by requiring that all three lowest-order terms
the multipole expansion of the contribution of this cell to t
microscopic potential of Eq.~6! must vanish. The expansio
can be taken with respect to an arbitrary originRi insideVi .
The monopole density has to vanish in the periodic sys
due to the condition of charge neutrality. One can ea
check that the uniform dipole and quadrupole densities
then be obtained from the average dipole and quadru
moments of the unit cells. If we choose to represent th
moments with respect to the geometric centers, i.e., w
respect toRi5(1/uVu) *Vi

r 8 dr 8, we obtain for this particular
choice

dm i
(n)~ t !5

1

uVu EVi

dr~r 8,t !~r 82Ri !
n dr 8, ~8!

where on the right-hand side thenth tensor product is mean
Due to the periodicity these multipole densities are ident
Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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for each cell, so we can drop the indexi in the sequel. By
removing the conditionally convergent terms in this way, t
series of Eq.~6! becomes nicely convergent. If we chooseBr
finite but nevertheless sufficiently large, so that converge
is reached withinBr , we have established a proper definitio
for the microscopic potential for both periodic and finite sy
tems.

On the other hand, the macroscopic potential can only
defined for the true, finite system. It forms the remainder
the bare Coulomb potential after the microscopic part
been removed. The termsdv i(r ,t) ~which were not included
in the microscopic contribution of regionBr) have to be
included in the macroscopic part of the potential

dvmac~r ,t !5E 8dr~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 81(

i
dv i~r ,t !. ~9!

Here the integration domain in the first term on the rig
hand side is the whole~finite! system, however, with the
exclusion of the regionBr . This is indicated by the prime on
the integral sign. The contribution ofBr is given by the po-
tential of the uniform multipole densities. Note that the r
sulting macroscopic potential comprises all surface a
sample-shape dependent contributions, but excludes the
croscopic contributions from the regionBr .

The uniform dipole and quadrupole sources in the reg
Br can equally well be represented using surface exc
monopole and dipole layers at the boundary ofBr . Being
remote, these can only lead to smooth, i.e., macrosco
fields atr . A similar analysis holds for a uniform density i
Br . Although this density has to vanish in the periodic mod
system, a macroscopic density fluctuation on a wavelen
scale can exist in the finite system, but it also can lead
only macroscopic fields. The microscopic potential, on
other hand, is lattice periodic, and can only lead to mic
scopic fields.

The nice result of this separation into microscopic a
macroscopic contributions is that we are now able to eva
ate the microscopic component of the Coulomb potential
ing the periodic model system. The summation of Eq.~6! is
nicely convergent, since remote cells do not contribute.
its evaluation we can make use of a screening techniq
Therefore, we introduce an envelope function which weig
the contributions of the individual cells such that it leav
nearby cells unchanged, but removes remote cells explic
This can be achieved using a spherically symmetric funct
hc(r ) which is a smooth function of just the distance of t
origin of the cells to the coordinate at which to evaluate
potential. This function is characterized by some cutoff
diusc for the screening. The limiting case, where this cut
radius is infinite automatically yields the correct~unscreen-
ed! value,

dvmic~r ,t !5 lim
c→`

(
i

hc~ ur2Ri u!

3S E
Vi

dr~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 82dv i~r ,t !D . ~10!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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We can separate the two contributions into two separa
converging series. The screened potential of the perio
density can be evaluated efficiently, whereas the scree
uniform multipole densities lead to a mere~time-dependent!
uniform contribution~see Appendix A!. The latter contribu-
tion can always be chosen to vanish by a suitable ga
transformation. We obtain

dvmic~r ,t !5 lim
c→`

S (
i

hc~ ur2Ri u!E
Vi

dr~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 8D .

~11!

In practice the convergence can be quite fast for suita
chosen screening functions such that the numerical eva
tion of it can be very efficient.

The time-dependent induced density is not the o
source of the electromagnetic fields. In large systems,
induced current density also contributes considerably. Th
fore, we also have to consider the induced vector poten
dA(r ,t) which is defined within the Coulomb gauge accor
ing to

dA~r ,t !5
1

c E d jT~r 8,t2ur2r 8u/c!

ur2r 8u
dr 8. ~12!

Hered jT(r ,t) is the induced transverse current density. T
vector potential accounts, apart from the properly retar
contribution of the total induced current, also for the ret
dation effects which have not been included in the instan
neous Coulomb potential.32 We can safely neglect the effec
of retardation in the microscopic part of the scalar poten
which is due to the nearby surrounding only, but we can
do this for the macroscopic part. This part also contains c
tributions from remote regions. As we did for the density a
the Coulomb potential, we have to distinguish microsco
and macroscopic contributions of the induced current den
to this vector potential. We can safely ignore the microsco
part, because its electric field contribution is already a fac
v2/c2 in order smaller than that of the microscopic Coulom
potential. We will only have to retain the macroscopic pa
This part is sample-shape dependent just like the ma
scopic scalar potential.

We obtain the total macroscopic field from

Emac~r ,t !5Eext~r ,t !2
1

c

]

]t
dAmac~r ,t !1¹dvmac~r ,t !.

~13!

Here all macroscopic retardation effects are properly
counted for. The microscopic contribution to the field
completely described using the instantaneous microsc
Coulomb potential. This potential is lattice periodic and c
therefore not contain any components that represent a m
roscopic electric field. The fieldEmac(r ,t) of Eq. ~13! is
therefore indeed the macroscopic field of Eq.~1!.

We can now define a new gauge which we will call t
microscopic Coulomb gauge. In this gauge the new sc
potentialF8(r ,t) is given by the instantaneous microscop
potentialdvmic(r ,t) of Eq. ~11!, while the associated vecto
potentialA8(r ,t) is fully retarded and completely specifie
by the macroscopic electric fieldEmac(r ,t) of Eq. ~13!
Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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F8~r ,t !52dvmic~r ,t !, ~14!

A8~r ,t !52cE t

Emac~r ,t8! dt8. ~15!

In the definition of these potentials we have neglected
microscopic retardation and microscopic magnetic effe
This is consistent with the neglect of the Breit correction33

in ground-state calculations.
The problems posed by the sample-shape dependen

the macroscopic field are circumvented by prescribing
total macroscopic electric field in the bulk as being unifor
We explicitly leave the surface region and sample shape
defined. We then only have to obtain the microscopic C
lomb potential of the periodic system in order to complete
describe the fields in the bulk region. The main conclusion
this analysis is that in the long-wavelength limit it suffices
know the induced lattice-periodic density and the induc
macroscopic current density in the bulk for a given unifo
macroscopic electric field in order to obtain the bulk-intrins
induced microscopic potential and macroscopic polarizati

We can now treat the dynamic linear response of a cr
tal to a fixed macroscopic field, within the idealized period
boundary approximation. We use the perturbation appro
to time-dependent density functional theory~TDDFT!, in
which both scalar and vector potentials are used to desc
the perturbation. In its most general form this theory sta
that all observable quantities are functionals of both the tim
dependent particle densityr(r ,t) and the current density
j (r ,t). Ghosh and Dhara25 have shown that this time
dependent density and current density can be constru
using a generalization of the effective one-electron sche
of Kohn and Sham.2 In this scheme the single-particle wav
functions cn(r ,t) are solutions of the following time-
dependent Schro¨dinger-type equation,

i
]

]t
cn~r ,t !5S 1

2 U2 i¹1
1

c
Aeff ~r ,t !U2

1veff~r ,t ! Dcn~r ,t !, ~16!

for suitably chosen initial conditions. The particles move
time-dependent effective potentials$veff(r ,t),Aeff(r ,t)%,
which are uniquely determined~apart from an arbitrary
gauge transform! by the exact time-dependent density a
current density. These exact time-dependent densities fo
from the solutionscn(r ,t) via

r~r ,t !5 (
n51

N

ucn~r ,t !u2, ~17!

and

j ~r ,t !5 (
n51

N

R$2 icn* ~r ,t !¹cn~r ,t !%

2
1

c
r~r ,t !Aeff~r ,t !. ~18!

The first and second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~18!
are the paramagnetic and diamagnetic currents respecti
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6521J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 15, 15 April 2000 DFT for dielectric response
The initial ground-state configuration is obtained by occu
ing only those one-electron states, which have evolved fr
the N solutions that are lowest in energy for the station
state.

The effective potentials are the result of the externa
applied potentials supplemented by internal contributions
the density and current density. These internal contributi
comprise the classical potentials due the density and cur
density, in addition to contributions that account for the e
change and correlation effects. These exchange-correla
contributions are universal functionals of the density a
current density. Like in the original Kohn–Sham schem
these effective potentials have to be obtained s
consistently.

As we argued above, we choose to work in the mic
scopic Coulomb gauge, also for the effective potentials.
then have to split the exchange-correlation contributions
microscopic and macroscopic components. We will assu
that the microscopic component of the exchange-correla
scalar potential is a functional of the periodic density alo
so that the effective microscopic scalar potential takes
following form:

veff~r ,t !5vmic~r ,t !1vxc,mic@r#~r ,t !. ~19!

For the microscopic xc potential we will use the same fu
tional dependence on the periodic density as in the grou
state calculation, which is known as the adiabatic appro
mation. Again we will neglect any microscopic compone
of the effective vector potential. Moreover, all macrosco
components of the exchange-correlation contribution, wh
could give rise to a macroscopic exchange-correlation e
tric field,

Exc,mac~r ,t !52
1

c

]

]t
Axc,mac~r ,t !1¹vxc,mac~r ,t !, ~20!

will not be taken into account in the sequel. The effect
vector potential becomes entirely defined by the macrosc
electric field via Eq.~15!,

Aeff~r ,t !5A8~r ,t !52cE t

Emac~r ,t8!dt8. ~21!

With both effective potentialsveff(r ,t) and Aeff(r ,t) now
properly defined, this completes the time-dependent s
consistency scheme.

For the calculation of linear response properties we o
need to treat the time-dependent components of the den
current density, and potentials as first-order perturbatio
First we obtain the ground-state densityr0(r ) and the
ground-state effective scalar potentialveff,0(r ) of this gener-
alized Kohn–Sham problem. In the absence of any tim
dependent macroscopic field this is an ordinary ground-s
calculation. We then define the perturbation of the grou
state density bydr(r ,t)5r(r ,t)2r0(r ). The change in the
effective scalar potentialdveff(r ,t)5veff(r ,t)2veff,0(r ) com-
prises two contributions,

dveff~r ,t !5dvmic~r ,t !1dvxc@r#~r ,t !. ~22!

The classical part of this potential, i.e., the induced mic
scopic scalar potentialdvmic(r ,t), follows directly from Eq.
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~11!. The first-order correction to the exchange-correlat
potential,dvxc@r#(r ,t), is formally defined using the~uni-
versal! exchange-correlation kernelf xc(r ,t;r 8,t8),

dvxc@r#~r ,t !5E tE f xc@r0#~r ,t;r 8,t8!

3dr~r 8,t8! dr 8 dt8. ~23!

This kernel is the functional derivative of the time-depend
vxc@r#(r ,t) with respect to the time-dependent dens
r(r 8,t8). In this article we apply the adiabatic local-densi
approximation~ALDA ! for the exchange-correlation kerne

f xc
ALDA @r0#~r ,r 8,t2t8!5d~ t2t8!

]vxc
LDA@r0#~r !

]r0~r 8!

5d~ t2t8!d~r2r 8!

3
d2 ~rexc

hom~r!!

dr2
ur5r0(r ) , ~24!

where the exchange-correlation energy densityexc
hom(r) of

the homogeneous electron gas is modeled using
Vosko–Wilk–Nussair34 parametrization.

The induced density has to be obtained self-consisten
We do this in an iterative way, in which the macroscop
field Emac(t) is kept fixed while the induced effective poten
tial dveff(r ,t) is updated in each cycle using the perturb
density of the previous cycle. This procedure is repeated
til it converged sufficiently.

The perturbation of the ground state which is due to
presence of the fixed uniform electric field and the induc
scalar potential is governed by the perturbation Hamilton
dĥeff , which is given by

dĥeff~Emac,r ,t !52E t

ĵ•Emac~ t8! dt81dveff~r ,t !. ~25!

Here only terms linear in the field have been retained. T
perturbation is no longer a simple multiplicative opera
like in ordinary TDDFT, since the macroscopic field coupl
to the ~paramagnetic! current operator. This operator is de
fined as ĵ52 i (¹2¹†)/2, where the dagger indicates th
terms to the left have to be differentiated. It is more conv
nient to go to the frequency domain to obtain an express
for the perturbed density. Using linear response theory,
get the induced density in first order,

dr~r ,v!5E S i

v
xr j~r ,r 8,v!•Emac~v!

1xrr~r ,r 8,v!dveff~r 8,v! D dr 8, ~26!

where the Kohn–Sham response functionsxrr ,xr j(r ,r 8,v)
are properties of the ground state. For periodic systems
ground-state solutions are characterized by Bloch functi
cnk having energiesenk . They are counted by their intege
band indexn and continuous Bloch vectork which is re-
stricted to the first Brillouin zoneVBZ . The various response
kernelsxab(r ,r 8,v) can be obtained from the following ex
pression:
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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xab~r ,r 8,v!5
1

VBZ
(
n,n8

E
VBZ

~ f nk2 f n8k!

3
~cnk* ~r ! â cn8k~r !!~cn8k

* ~r 8! b̂ cnk~r 8!!

enk2en8k1v1 ih
dk,

~27!

by substituting eitherr̂51 or ĵ52 i (¹2¹†)/2 for the op-
eratorsâ and b̂. Here f nk are the occupation numbers of th
Bloch functions in the ground-state configuration. The po
tive infinitesimal h results from the adiabatic onset of th
perturbation. Note that, since the perturbations are all lat
periodic, we only have to include those contributions in t
response kernel that conserve the Bloch vectork.

The induced current density can be obtained as soo
self-consistency is established. Correct up to first order
obtain an expression similar to Eq.~26!,

d j ~r ,v!5E S i

v
~x jj ~r ,r 8,v!1r0~r !d~r2r 8!!

•Emac~v!1x jr~r ,r 8,v!dveff~r 8,v! D dr 8,

~28!

where it is important to note that the macroscopic field a
contributes in first order via the diamagnetic contribution
the current, jd(r ,v)5 ir0(r )Emac(v)/v. This contribution
can be related to the static Kohn–Sham current–curren
sponse function,x jj (r ,r 8,0) using the conductivity sum rule

@x jj ~r ,r 8,0!# i j 1r0~r !d i j d~r2r 8!50. ~29!

Note also that

x jr~r ,r 8,0!50. ~30!

The induced current density is lattice-periodic, so that
macroscopic polarization is uniform and can be obtain
from either Eq.~2! or ~3! in their Fourier representations,

Pmac~v!5xe~v!•Emac~v!5
i

Vv E
V

d j ~r ,v! dr . ~31!

During the SCF cycles we can set the macroscopic field
Emac(v)52 iv ej , i.e., to a field linear inv and directed
along a unit vectorej and thus avoid the singularities atv
50 in Eq. ~26! and Eq. ~28!. Note that Emac(v)5Emac*
(2v), so that this choice represents a real-valued elec
field. This particular choice is equivalent to choosing
frequency-independent value for the vector potent
A8(v)5ej . The diamagnetic contribution to the total in
duced current density of Eq.~28! then becomes frequency
independent, and, by using the special values for the s
Kohn–Sham response functions of Eqs.~29! and ~30!, we
obtain

d j ~r ,v!5d j p~r ,v!1d jd~r ,v!

5d j p~r ,v!1d jd~r ,0!

5d j p~r ,v!2d j p~r ,0!. ~32!
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The Cartesian components of the susceptibility then foll
from Eq. ~31!

@xe~v!# i j 5H 2
1

Vv2EV
@d j p~r ,v!

2d j p~r ,0!# i dr J
Emac(v)52 iv ej

. ~33!

There is a definite numerical advantage in rewriting the
pression in this way. The diamagnetic and paramagn
parts are treated on equal footing, hence a proper beha
for the static limitv→0 is established.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe the main aspects of the imp
mentation of the previously outlined method for TDDFT
crystalline systems. We will first discuss the role of symm
try in reducing the amount of computational effort. This h
some important implications for the way the response ca
lations have been implemented.

The set of inhomogeneous linear transformatio

$âuta%r5a•r1ta that leave the crystal invariant constitute
the space groupG of the crystal. Herea is a 333 rotation
matrix, andta a translation vector. The rotation partsâ sepa-
rately form a finite group of ordernG , which is referred to as
the point groupG of the crystal. For clarity we will not
consider the consequences of time-reversal symmetry h
and we will limit the discussion to the space-group eleme
only.

For a given macroscopic perturbing fieldE(v) of fre-
quencyv we get an induced density at positionr given by
dr(E,r ,v). Here we have included the field as a parame
for notational convenience. Due to linearity we can treat
response to the Cartesian components of the field separa
and we get

dr~E,r ,v!5drS (
i

Ei ei ,r ,v D 5(
i

Eidr~ei ,r ,v!.

~34!

The ei are unit vectors in each of the three Cartesian dir
tions. We can now define a vector fielddr(r ,v) by specify-
ing its ith Cartesian component as the response to an ele
field E(v)52 iv ei , in the following way:

dr~r ,v!5(
i

dr~2 iv ei ,r ,v! ei . ~35!

For arbitrary given fieldE(v) the induced density then fol
lows from Eq.~34!,

dr~E,r ,v!5
i

v
dr~r ,v!•E~v!. ~36!

Under the application of a general rotation–translat

$âuta% this vector field transforms by definition as

$âuta%dr~r ,v!5a•dr~$âuta%21r ,v!. ~37!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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By subsequently substituting the definition ofdr(r ,v) of
Eq. ~35! and by applying the linearity property of Eq.~34!
we obtain

$âuta%dr~r ,v!5(
i j

a j i dr~2 iv ei ,$âuta%21r ,v! ej

5(
j

drS 2 iv(
i

a j i ei ,$âuta%21r ,v D ej

5(
j

dr~2 iv a21
•ej ,$âuta%21r ,v! ej .

If $âuta% is a symmetry operation of the crystal, then a r
tated electric fielda21

•ej gives the same response at t
rotated point$âuta%21r as the original fieldej did at the
original point r . Hence we have

$âuta%dr~r ,v!5(
j

dr~2 iv a21
•ej ,$âuta%21r ,v! ej

5(
j

dr~2 iv ej ,r ,v! ej5dr~r ,v!,

~38!

which proves thatdr(r ,v) transforms as a fully symmetri
vector field under the operations of the crystal space gro

A similar analysis holds for the induced effective pote
tial dveff(E,r ,v), and we can introduce the vector fie
dveff(r ,v) accordingly, by an equation similar to Eq.~35!,

dveff~r ,v!5(
i

dveff~2 iv ei ,r ,v! ei , ~39!

such that we have

dveff~E,r ,v!5
i

v
dveff~r ,v!•E~v!. ~40!

Note that, due to the totally-symmetric vector transformat
property, we will have to evaluate these induced vector fie
only for the irreducible wedge of the Wigner–Seitz cell.

We can now inspect that our formulas for the induc
density indeed reflect these symmetry properties. By ins
ing the expression for the Kohn–Sham response ker
from Eq. ~27! into the expression for the induced dens
from Eq. ~26!, we obtain

dr~E,r ,v!5
1

VBZ
(
n,n8

E
BZ

cnk* ~r !cn8k~r !

3
~ f nk2 f n8k!Mn8nk~E,v!

~enk2en8k!1v1 ih
dk, ~41!

where the matrix elementsMn8nk are defined by

Mn8nk~E,v!5E cn8k
* ~r 8!S i

v
ĵ•E~v!

1dveff~r 8,v! Dcnk~r 8! dr 8. ~42!

It immediately becomes clear that we do not have to evalu
and store the Kohn–Sham response kernels explicitly.
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stead, we can obtain the induced density directly for a
given perturbation, by evaluating these matrix eleme
separately.

The transformation properties of the Bloch functions e
able us to limit the integration to the irreducible wedge of t
Brillouin zone only. Since we do not consider the cons
quences of time-reversal symmetry here, the irreducible
is taken with respect to the crystal point group only. In
generalk-point we have the following transformation rela
tion for any element$âuta% of the space group:

cna•k~r !5exp~ ifnk~$âuta%!!cnk~$âuta%21r !. ~43!

Here fnk($âuta%) is a real-valued function ofk which de-
pends on the particular band index and operator. Si
cnk(r ) always occurs in Eq.~41! in combination with its
complex conjugate viaMn8nk(E,v), this phase factor is ir-
relevant for our calculations. The occupation numbersf nk
are obtained in the ground-state configuration and are th
fore functions of just the Kohn–Sham energyenk . Since the
energy transforms asena•k5enk , we also havef na•k5 f nk .
Hence bothf nk andenk are fully symmetric under the opera
tions of the point group.

We can split the summation over the band indicesn,n8
into two parts, which involve only combinations of occupie
with virtual states. Furthermore, we split the integration d
main into equivalent wedges, which are related through
nG operatorsâ of the point group. We obtain

dr~E,r ,v!5
1

nGVIBZ
(

âPG
(

i

occ

(
a

virt E
IBZ

c ia•k* ~r !caa•k~r !

3
~ f ik2 f ak!Maia•k~E,v!

~e ik2eak!1v1 ih
dk1c.c.~2v!.

~44!

The second part is the complex conjugate of the first par
which we have to replacev by 2v. This simple relation
between the two parts is due to the fact that bothE(t) and
veff(r ,t) have to be real-valued, such thatMiak(E,v)
5Maik* (E* ,2v). Using the transformation rules of Eq.~43!
for the wave functionscna•k(r ), we can interchange the ac
tion of the symmetry operators between the reciprocal
real space. For the matrix elements we then get the follow
result:

Maia•k~E,v!5E cak* ~$âuta%21r 8!S i

v
ĵ•E~v!

1dveff~r 8,v! Dc ik~$âuta%21r 8! dr 8,

~45!

where we have dropped the phase factor of the transfor
tion rule, as was argued above. By substitutingr 9
5$âuta%21r 8 and by making use of the vector transform
tion properties of both the current operatorĵ and the potential
vectordveff(r 8,v) we obtain

Maia•k~E,v!5
i

v
~a•Maik~v!!•E~v!, ~46!
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with the vectorMaik(v) being given by

Maik~v!5E cak* ~r 9!~ ĵ1dveff~r 9,v!!c ik~r 9! dr 9. ~47!

Substituting this result in Eq.~44! and applying again the
transformation rule Eq.~43! yields the final result for the
induced density. This density is fully specified by the vec
density dr(r ,v), which can be obtained as the totall
symmetric component of the auxiliary vector fielddr̃(r ,v)
following

dr~r ,v!5
1

nG
(

âPG
$âuta%dr̃~r ,v!1c.c.~2v!, ~48!

where we have defineddr̃(r ,v) as

dr̃~r ,v!5
1

VIBZ
(

i

occ

(
a

virt E
IBZ

c ik* ~r !cak~r !

3
~ f ik2 f ak!Maik~v!

~e ik2eak!1v1 ih
dk. ~49!

The integrations over the irreducible wedge of the Brillou
zone are evaluated numerically, by including the energy
nominator into the integration weights of the quadrature

1

VIBZ
E

IBZ

~ f ik2 f ak!

~e ik2eak!1v1 ih
g~k! dk

5(
k j

wiak j
~v!g~k j !. ~50!

This way, the singular denominator can be handled ana
cally. The way these weights are obtained is the subjec
Appendix B.

The induced density can now be used to evaluate
exchange-correlation potential using Eq.~23!, which reduces
in the ALDA approximation to the following simple relation

dvxc~r ,v!5 f xc
ALDA @r0#~r ! dr~r ,v!. ~51!

The evaluation of the screened Coulomb potential beco
tractable by using auxiliary fitfunctions in a procedure sim
lar to the one which was used in the ground-st
calculation.30 These fitfunctions have to be constructed
such a way that they reflect the symmetry transformat
properties of the induced density. We therefore constru
set of real-valued vector functions$f i%, which transform as
totally-symmetric vector fields

f i~r !5$âuta%f i~r !5a•f i~$âuta%21r !, ~52!

and for which the screened Coulomb integrals can be ev
ated analytically. Thus we obtain for each functionf i(r ) a
potential functiongi(r ) using Eq.~11!,

gi~r !5 lim
c→`

(
j

hc~ ur2Rj u!E
Vj

f i~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 8. ~53!

The first-order density changedr(r ,v) can then be repre
sented on this basis of vector functions, using frequen
dependent coefficientsci(v),
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dr~r ,v!5(
i

ci~v! f i~r !. ~54!

The coefficientsci(v) are fitted under the constraint that th
net charge vanishes, which can be achieved automatical
none of the fitfunctions contains charge. This constrain
necessary to ensure that the microscopic potential actu
exists. We obtain

dveff~r ,v!5(
i

ci~v! gi~r !1dvxc~r ,v!. ~55!

The way in which these fitfunctions can be constructed a
the implementation of the constraint are the subject of A
pendix C.

The self-consistent field scheme is now complete. Giv
a start-up value for the induced effective potential@e.g.,
dveff(r ,v)50 for the uncoupled case#, we can obtain the
matrix elements for the perturbation from Eq.~47!, and, with
them, the induced density from Eq.~49! and Eq.~48!. Using
the fitting procedure, we obtain the new Coulomb contrib
tion to the effective potential, and, from the density itself, t
exchange-correlation contribution, Eq.~51! and Eq. ~55!.
This completes the first cycle of the SCF scheme, and
iterate until convergence is reached. As convergence c
rion we use the maximum change in the fitting coefficie
for subsequent cycles, which must become negligible in
der to reach convergence. The efficiency of this SCF pro
dure is increased by using the DIIS method~direct inversion
of the iterative space! of Pulay.35 The efficiency can be im-
proved even further by using the converged result o
nearby frequency as start-up value for the calculation at
frequency at hand. Typically, convergence is reached i
few cycles.

With the converged results for the induced density a
potential we can use the matrix elements of the SCF per
bation of Eq.~47! again to obtain the induced current de
sity. We will only need to consider the paramagnetic part
the evaluation of the susceptibility. Similar to the definitio
of the totally-symmetric density vector and potential vect
we define a tensordJp(r ,v), by

dJp~r ,v!5(
i

d j p~2 iv ei ,r ,v! ^ ei , ~56!

so that we can obtain the induced paramagnetic current
sity from

d j p~E,r ,v!5
i

v
dJp~r ,v!•E~v!. ~57!

In an analogous way as was proven for vector quantities,
easily verifies that this tensor transforms as a tota
symmetric tensor field,

dJp~r ,v!5$âuta%dJp~r ,v!

5a•dJp~$âuta%21r ,v!•a21. ~58!

The paramagnetic current density is obtained as the tota
symmetric part of the auxiliary tensor functiondJ̃p(r ,v),
via
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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dJp~r ,v!5
1

nG
(

âPG
$âuta%dJ̃p~r ,v!1c.c.~2v!, ~59!

in which we have defineddJ̃p(r ,v) as

dJ̃p~r ,v!5
2 i

2VIBZ
(

i

occ

(
a

virt E
IBZ

~c ik* ~r !¹cak~r !

2¹c ik* ~r !cak~r !!
~ f ik2 f ak!Maik~v!

~e ik2eak!1v1 ih
dk.

~60!

The susceptibility then follows from Eq.~33! as

xe~v!5
21

v2V
E

V
~dJp~r ,v!2dJp~r ,0!! dr . ~61!

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have performed some calculations to test t
method for calculating the dielectric properties of crysta
Therefore, we obtained the static and frequency-depen
dielectric function for the isotropic crystals of diamond~C!,
silicon ~Si!, and gallium arsenide~GaAs!. The first two have
the diamond, and the third the zinc-blend lattice type.
calculations were performed within theADF-BAND ~Refs.
30,31! program. We made use of frozen cores and a hyb
valence basis set consisting of the numerical solutions
free-atom Herman–Skillman~HS! program,36 in combina-
tion with Slater-type one-center functions~STO!. The spatial
resolution of this basis is equivalent to a triple-zeta S
basis that is augmented with two polarization functions. T
valence basis was orthogonalized to the core states. The
atom effective potential was provided by the same HS p
gram. For the evaluation of the Coulomb integrals we use
single auxiliary basis of STO functions to represent the
formation density in the ground-state calculation and the
duced density in the response calculation.

All matrix elements were evaluated numerically using
efficient and accurate quadrature scheme.30,37 The numerical
integration scheme for thek-space integrals was varied an
used from 5 to 175 symmetry-unique sample points in
irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. All results show
here were obtained using the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair parame
zation of the LDA exchange-correlation potential, which w
also used to derive the ALDA exchange-correlation kern

First we obtained the static value for the dielectric fun
tion for diamond, and we investigated the convergence
havior as a function of thek-space sampling. In Fig. 1 w
show the results for diamond in the low-frequency ran
which were obtained using variousk-space sampling dens
ties, together with the experimental data as obtained fr
Ref. 38. The highest sampling density with 175 points ga
identical results as the calculation using 111 points. T
graph clearly shows that the results depend strongly on
accuracy of the numerical integration ink-space. Whereas in
general most methods typically yield an overestimation
the static value of about 10%, we find for diamond an u
derestimation of about 5% for our most accurate result
Table I we summarize our results for the static values for
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Si, and GaAs, which were obtained using thek-space sam-
pling of 111 points, and we compare them with other the
retical and experimental values. Our results are in go
agreement with the experimental data, and are comparab
other calculations.

We have also investigated the Coulomb and exchan
correlation contributions to the self-consistent potential.
Fig. 2 we plot the results for Si in the low-frequency rang
which were obtained using ak-space sampling of 34 points
The uncoupled result is obtained by settingdveff(r ,v)50,
which yields the bare response of the Kohn-Sham syst
The coupled results have been obtained with and with
inclusion of the exchange-correlation contribution. By i
cluding only the Coulomb contribution in the SCF proc
dure, the static value drops by about 25% relative to the b
response, from 12.9 to 9.9. Similar shifts, though smaller
magnitude, have been obtained in the dielectric ma
methods.7,8,16,28Including the exchange-correlation contrib
tion in the coupled response raises the value again, relativ
the Coulomb-only value by 10%, to 10.9. We can conclu
that both the Coulomb interaction and exchange-correla
effects contribute considerably to the dielectric response,
that they are in the order of about 10%–15%. We find
major qualitative changes in the frequency dependence o
dielectric function, due to the coupling.

In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 we show the real and imaginary pa
of the frequency-dependent dielectric function for the th
materials C, Si, and GaAs, and we compare them with
experimental data as obtained from Refs. 38 and 39.
results have been obtained by including the Coulomb in
action and exchange-correlation effects in the SCF pro
dure. We verified numerically that the real and imagina
parts form Kramers–Kronig pairs. The overall correspo
dence with experiment is quite good, in particular for t
low-frequency ranges. The sharp features in the spectra
reasonably well reproduced, and can be attributed to the
Hove-type singularities in the joint-density of states, as o
tained from the Kohn–Sham band structure. They appea
energies which are uniformly shifted downwards with r
spect to the experiments by, respectively, about 1.0, 0.5,
0.4 eV for C, Si, and GaAs. The calculated absorption ed

FIG. 1. The dielectric function for diamond in the low frequency rang
obtained for variousk-space samplings. The experimental data is taken fr
Ref. 39.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. The various contributions to the dielectric function of Si in t
low-frequency range.

TABLE I. Static dielectric constants for C, Si, and GaAs.

Solid Experiment This Work Other theory Methoda b c d

C 5.67e 5.4 5.90f DM,PP,PW,XC
5.20-5.86g DM,PP,PW,QP

5.5 h DM,PP,LCGO,QP
4.34 i UR,FP,LCAO
5.7 j UR,EP,LCAO

Si 11.4k 11.6 12.4-12.9l DFPT,PP,PW,XC
12.7 m DFPT,PP,PW,XC
13.6 n DFPT,PP,PW,XC
12.05o DM,FP,LMTO,QP
12.7 p DM,PP,PW,XC
12.9 q DM,PP,PW,XC
11.2 r DM,PP,PW,QP
12.8 h DM,PP,LCGO,QP
9.03 i UR,FP,LCAO
11.7 s UR,PP,LCGO,QP
12.0 j UR,EP,LCAO

GaAs 10.8t 10.8 12.3m,n DFPT,PP,PW,XC
10.83o DM,FP,LMTO,QP
10.2 u DM,PP,PW,QP
13.1 h DM,PP,LCGO,QP
11.21i UR,FP,LCAO
10.9 s UR,PP,LCGO,QP
10.9 j UR,EP,LCAO

aDFPT: Density Function Perturbation Theory, DM: Dielectric Matrix, UR
Uncoupled Response.

bFP: Full Potential, PP: Pseudopotential, EP: Empirical Potential.
cPW: Plane Wave, LMTO: Linearized Muffin-Tin Orbitals, LCAO: Linea
Combination of Atomic Orbitals, LCGO: Linear Combination of
Gaussian Orbitals.

dXC: Exchange-Correlation Effects, QP: Quasi-Particle Energy Shift.
eReference 42. nReference 47.
fReference 28. oReference 48.
gReference 18. pReference7.
hReference 43. qReference 28.
iReference 44. rReference 8.
jReference 45. sReference 49.
kReference 46. tReference 50.
lReference 13. uReference 51.
mReference 29.
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FIG. 3. Plots of the real and imaginary part of the calculated dielec
function of diamond~C! in comparison with the experimental data~Ref. 39!.

FIG. 4. Plots of the real and imaginary part of the calculated dielec
function of silicon~Si! in comparison with the experimental data~Refs. 38,
39!.
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coincide with the vertical Kohn–Sham energy gap of,
spectively, 5.6, 2.6, and 1.0 eV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully applied time-dependent den
functional theory to the dielectric response of nonmeta
crystalline systems. We used a perturbation approach to
time-dependent self-consistent field scheme, for which
derived a real-space description. This could only be achie
by combining a self-consistent lattice-periodic scalar pot
tial with a uniform electric field. This field could be ident
fied as the macroscopic electric field. In this descripti
exchange-correlation contributions and the microscopic C
lomb interactions were included in the self-consistent eff
tive scalar potential. The macroscopic polarization and
electric susceptibility can then be obtained from the indu
current density.

This method was implemented in a full-potential LCA
program. The coupled response can then be obtained wit
efficiency that can be compared to ordinary DFT groun
state calculations. This high efficiency was achieved by
ing the space-group symmetry of the crystals, which led
the use of fully symmetric vector functions for the represe
tation of the induced density and the SCF potential. T
evaluation of Coulomb integrals was facilitated by using
auxiliary basis of vector functions to represent the dens
This basis was constructed in such a way that the Coulo
integrals could be evaluated analytically. The lattice su
could be evaluated efficiently using a screening techniq

FIG. 5. Plots of the real and imaginary part of the calculated dielec
function of gallium arsenide~GaAs! in comparison with the experimenta
data~Ref. 39!.
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The expensive, direct evaluation of the Kohn–Sham
sponse kernels was avoided, and the singular integrals w
appear in these kernels could be treated analytically.

We applied this method to obtain the dielectric functi
for the crystals of C, Si, and GaAs. The results show t
Coulomb and exchange-correlation effects each contrib
up to about 10%–15% of the coupled response. We obta
the static value and low-frequency range for the dielec
functions in good agreement with experiment. T
frequency-dependent response reveals that spectral fea
appear at energies which coincide with the van Hove-ty
singularities in the bare Kohn–Sham response. The abs
tion edges can be found at the direct energy gap of
Kohn–Sham ground state band structure. The spectral
tures seem to be uniformly shifted downwards in energy
several tenths of an electron volt. However, a modification
the Kohn–Sham band structure by rigidly shifting the en
gies of the virtual states,~the scissors operator! seems not to
be justified here. Such a procedure would affect the go
agreement for the static value and low frequency range, e
though it would correct the positions of the spectral featur

APPENDIX A: SCREENED POTENTIAL

An essential part of the screening technique is that
screened contribution of the uniform multipoles to the mic
scopic potential is uniform, i.e., not depending on the p
ticular coordinater at which the potential is evaluated. Th
screened instantaneous Coulomb potentialdv(r ,t) of the
uniform momentsdm (n)(t) as needed in Eq.~11! is given by
Eq. ~7!,

dv~r ,t !5 lim
c→`

(
i

hc~ ur2Ri u!E
Vi

(
n50

2
1

n!
dm j 1••• j n

(n) ~ t !

•

]n

]r j 1
8 •••]r j n

8

1

ur2r 8u
dr 8, ~A1!

where a summation over all Cartesian componentsj 1

through j n of the multipoles of rankn was implied. For no-
tational convenience we will introduce the shorthand no
tion dm (n)

•¹8 n for this contraction. This potential can onl
be finite if dm (0)(t)50, i.e., if the uniform density vanishe
identically. In the sequel we will only consider such case

As a first step, we will make the scale parameterc of the
envelope functionhc(ur u) explicit. Let us therefore introduce
the new scaled relative coordinatesx5(r2r 8)/c and define
also a much denser lattice~with an r -dependent origin! by
settingX i5(r2Ri)/c. The integration domains, i.e., the un
cells Vi map under this transformation to ther -dependent
Vi ,r . TheseVi ,r are the unit cells of the lattice defined by th
X i . We will make a particular choice for the shape of t
envelope function by settinghc(r )5h1(r /c) for all c. For
increasingc this envelope then only grows in size, but i
shape remains the same. Application of this coordinate s
stitution yields the following expression

c
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dv~r ,t !5 lim
c→`

(
i

h1~ uX i u!E
Vi ,r

S (
n51

2
~2c!22n

n!
dm (n)~ t !

•¹n
1

uxu D dx. ~A2!

The singularity atx50 is integrable forn<2. This formula
reveals that the contribution of a multipole of rankn to the
integrand scales likec22n. Somewhat hidden, though, is th
c-dependence of the integration domain. However, naiv
replacing the summation and integration in the followi
way,

lim
c→`

(
i

h1~ uX i u!E
Vi ,r

g~x!dx5E h1~ uxu!g~x!dx, ~A3!

can only be justified for finite integrandsg(x). We will have
to show that the corrugation, which is due to the evaluat
of the envelope function atr -dependent discrete lattic
points X i on one hand, and to the integration over t
r -dependent domainsVi ,r on the other, vanishes in the limi
Let us include thex-dependent part of the envelope in th
integrand by using the following Taylor expansion arou
xPVi ,r

h1~ uX i u!5 (
m50

`
1

m!
~X i2x!m

•¹mh1~ uxu!. ~A4!

The order of the general term in this Taylor series scales
O(ux2X i um)5O(c2m). Substitution gives

dv~r ,t !5 lim
c→`

(
n51

2

(
m50

`
~2c!22n2m

n!m! S (
i
E

Vi ,r

cm~x

2X i !
m
•¹mh1~ uxu!3dm (n)~ t !•¹n

1

uxu
dxD .

~A5!

We will now show that the factor between brackets ha
finite value forc→`, so that all terms withn1m.2 vanish
identically. Since the spacing of the lattice pointsX i and the
size of Vi ,r will decrease for increasingc, the factorcm(x
2X i)

m will become an increasingly rapid fluctuating part
the integrand. It has the shape of a saw-tooth function w
fixed extreme values. In the limit, only the average value
this fluctuating term is relevant, which can be separated fr
the rest according to

lim
c→`

(
i
E

Vi ,r

cm~x2X i !
m
•¹mh1~ uxu!3dm (n)~ t !•¹n

1

uxu
dx

5
1

Vi
E

Vi

~r 82Ri !
m dr 8•E ¹mh1~ uxu!3dm (n)~ t !

•¹n
1

uxu
dx. ~A6!

For m50 this separation is trivial and already valid for a
bitrary, finite,c. Here the first integral is over any one of th
identical cellsVi . The second integral is over all space, a
its value is finite for allm ~and not depending on the particu
Downloaded 27 Jan 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
ly

n

e

a

h
f
m

lar coordinater !, if we require all mth derivatives of the
envelope to be regular in the origin and to fall off sufficient
fast for uxu→`. These demands can be met, by choosi
e.g., h1(x)5@11exp(b@x21/x#)#21;b.0, yielding a step-
like function aroundx51 with step width 1/b, and a tail that
falls off exponentially. Since it obeys the symmetry ru
h1(x)512h1(1/x) with h1(0)51;h1(`)50, it has the
proper behavior atx50 andx5`.

As argued above we have shown that all terms in E
~A5! with n1m.2 vanish in the limit. The terms withn
50 do not contribute sincedm (0)(t)50, whereas the term
with n51, m50 can be dropped~already for finitec) since
the second integral in the right hand side of Eq.~A6! van-
ishes on symmetry grounds. All remaining terms havem
522n, for which we obtain

E ¹22nh1~ uxu! ^ ¹n
1

uxu
dx52~21!n

4p

3
1 ~n50,1,2!.

~A7!

This result is not depending on the particular shape of
spherically symmetric screening function if it has the prop
asymptotic behavior. These terms can merely lead to a
form finite potential

dv~ t !5
4p

3 S dm (1)~ t !•
1

V E
V
~r2R! dr

2
1

2
Tr~dm (2)~ t !! D . ~A8!

In conclusion, we get a uniform contributiondv(t) to the
microscopic potential due to the uniform multipoles if th
unit cell is charge-neutraldm (0)50. This contribution has a
value which does not depend on the particular shape of
spherically symmetric screening function.

APPENDIX B: QUADRATURE FOR RESPONSE
KERNELS

The response integrals of Eq.~49! and Eq.~60! involve
integrations over the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zon
in which the denominator can become singular. A good w
to treat these singularities is to use a Lehmann–Taut tetr
dron scheme,40 in which the energy-dispersion relation of th
denominatore(k)5eak2e ik is parametrized for each com
bination of i and a. We can separate the energy depend
part from the rest according to

I ia~v!5
1

VIBZ
E

VIBZ

~ f ik2 f ak!g~k!

v2~eak2e ik!1 ih
dk

5E
e0

e1 gia~e!

v2e1 ih
de, ~B1!

wheree0 and e1 are the minimum and maximum value o
e(k) occurring in VIBZ . Since in nonmetallic systems th
bands are either completely occupied or completely virtu
we can make the simplificationf ik2 f ak52 and we get

gia~e!5
2

VIBZ
E

VIBZ

g~k!d~e2~eak2e ik!! dk. ~B2!
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For this integration accurate quadrature schemes exist~e.g.,
Ref. 41! which give us the weightsw̃iak j

(e), such that

gia~e!5(
j

w̃iak j
~e!g~k j !. ~B3!

In the linear tetrahedron scheme these weights are piece
cubic polynomials ine. For the quadrature of Eq.~50! we
can write

I ia~v!5(
j

wiak j
~v!g~k j !. ~B4!

We only have to integrate the weightsw̃iak j
(e) in the follow-

ing way to obtain the new weightswiak j
(v) as functions of

v,

wiak j
~v!5E

e0

e1 w̃iak j
~e!

v2e1 ih
de

5PE
e0

e1w̃iak j
~e!

v2e
de1 ip w̃iak j

~v!. ~B5!

The real and imaginary parts of this weight can thus be
tained separately using the Cauchy principle value and
sidual parts.

APPENDIX C: SYMMETRY ADAPTED FITFUNCTIONS

For the efficient evaluation of the microscopic Coulom
potential we have to construct a basis of vector functio
which are orthogonal in the following sense:

E f i~r !•f j~r ! dr5d i j , ~C1!

and which transform as totally-symmetric vector fields a
cording to

f i~r !5$âuta%f i~r !5a•f i~$âuta%21r !. ~C2!

We can construct these fitfunctions as totally-symme
Bloch sums of one-center functionsf nlm(r ),

f nlm~r !5r n1 l 21 exp~2zr !Zlm~ r̂ !. ~C3!

The Zlm( r̂ ) are the real-valued spherical harmonics. In t
actual fitset more than one value is used for the parametz
for each combination ofn,l , andm. The Coulomb integrals
of these one-center functions can be evaluated analytic
using the following expansion of 1/ur2r 8u in these spherica
harmonics,

1

ur2r 8u
5(

lm

4p

2l 11

r ,
l

r .
l 11

Zlm~ r̂ !Zlm~ r̂ 8!, ~C4!

where ther , and r . refer to the smaller and larger value
respectively, of the two radiir andr 8. Using the orthogonal-
ity of the Zlm functions we obtain
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-
e-

s,

-

c

e

lly

gnlm~r !5E f nlm~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 8

5
4p

2l 11
Zlm~ r̂ !E

0

` r ,
l

r .
l 11

r 8n1 l 11

3exp~2zr 8! dr8. ~C5!

This is again a one-center function of the samel andm value,
but with a different radial dependence. The remaining in
gration over the radial coordinater 8 can be evaluated easily
We can now construct the totally-symmetric Bloch sums
the fitfunctionsf nlm(r ) according to

f i~r !5 (
$âuta%PG

$âuta% f nlm~r2a! em . ~C6!

The vectorsa are the coordinates of the atoms in the irredu
ible wedge of the Wigner–Seitz cell, andem is a unit vector
in either one of the Cartesian directionsm. For notational
convenience we introduced the compound indexi
5$nlm,a,m%. Due to the operations$âuta% of the crystal
space groupG this series develops into a linear combinati
of one-center functions with the samen and l values at
equivalent atoms. The potential functions are constructed
multaneously, by using the screened Bloch sums of the o
center potential functions,

gi~r !5 (
$âuta%PG

$âuta%hc~ ur2au!gnlm~r2a! em . ~C7!

This set of functions is then orthogonalized by diagonaliz
the ~real and symmetric! overlap matrix of the vector fitfunc-
tionsSi j 5* f i(r )•f j dr , i.e., by rewritingS in S5ODOT with
O the orthogonal transformation matrix, andD a diagonal
matrix. We only keep those elementsj for which the diago-
nal elementsdj are larger than some threshold, and we o
tain the orthogonalized set of fitfunctionsf j8(r )
5dj

21/2( iOi j f i(r ) and simultaneously we transform the p
tential functions accordingly togj8(r )5dj

21/2( iOi j gi(r ).
The microscopic potential can only be defined for a ne

tral unit cell. Therefore, we have to do a constrained
which automatically conserves charge. Using Eq.~54! we get

05E dr~r ,v! dr

5E (
i

ci~v!f i8~r ! dr

5(
i

ci~v!E f i8~r ! dr

5(
i

ci~v!ni , ~C8!

in which the vectorsni are the charge content of the fitfunc
tions

ni5E f i8~r ! dr . ~C9!
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This constraint results in three linear relations between
coefficientsci(v), one for each Cartesian component of t
ni . We can minimize the fit error and implement the co
straint by using the Lagrange multiplier technique. The se
Euler–Lagrange equations becomes

]

]cj
F E Udr~r ,v!2(

i
ci~v!f i8~r !U2

dr1l~v!

•(
i

ci~v!ni G50, ~C10!

which gives

22v j~v!12cj~v!1l~v!•nj50, ~C11!

where thev j (v) are obtained as the unconstrained fit co
ficients

v j~v!5E dr~r ,v!•f j8~r ! dr . ~C12!

Multiplying by nj , and summing over the indicesj again,
gives, after application of the constraint:( j cj (v)nj50, the
following equation

S (
j

nj ^ nj D •l~v!52(
j

v j~v!nj , ~C13!

which can be solved forl(v) by inverting the 333 matrix
A5( jnj ^ nj . The coefficientsci(v) then follow from this
solution as

ci~v!5v i~v!2
1

2
l~v!•ni . ~C14!

It is worthwhile to investigate if this constraint can be impl
mented during the construction of the fitfunctions, i.e.,
making new linear combinations of them. The fitted dens
is obtained from Eq.~54! again, and, with the use of th
expressions for the expansion coefficients Eq.~C14! and the
solution for the multiplyers Eq.~C13!, it takes the form

dr~r ,v!5(
i

S v i~v!2
1

2
l~v!•ni D f i8~r !

5(
i j

f i8~r !~d i j 2ni•A21
•nj !v j~v!. ~C15!

Substitution of the expression~C12! for v j (v) yields

dr~r ,v!5E (
i j

f i8~r !~d i j 2ni•A21
•nj !f j8~r 8!

•dr~r 8,v! dr 8. ~C16!

It directly becomes clear that by diagonalizing the real a
symmetric matrixB, which is defined by its component
Bi j 5d i j 2ni•A21

•nj , we get a new set of orthogonal fi
functions. Note thatB is idempotent, i.e.,B25B, so that it
can only have eigenvalues equal to 1 or 0. WithB
5ODOT the reduced set of functions is then obtained
defining f i9(r )5di

1/2( jOji f j8(r ). In exactly the same way th
corresponding potential functions are transformed. The d
sity can then be fitted as
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dr~r ,v!5(
i

ci8~v!f i9~r !, ~C17!

where the fitcoefficientsci8(v) can be found as in an uncon
strained fit from the relation

ci8~v!5E dr~r ,v!•f i9~r ! dr . ~C18!
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